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This Spoken Word CD will speak to your heart. "The oil cascades down her arm drawing traces of

slippery light." 8 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: With Music, EASY LISTENING: Love Songs Details:

Imagine waking up from under your covers and you hear a voice. The voice whispers into your ear, "I

want my eyes to be the first light you see, I want my lips to be the first lips you kiss..." This 60 minute CD

is filled with eight stories filled with love, passion and affection. Relax in a warm bath while listening to his

voice. Imagine places and scenes so vivid that you feel as if you are experiencing all that he speaks to.

His voice, though very sensual is also very soothing. Each story is a rich and descriptive tale of what

happens while two people share their lives with each other. He has "one of those voices" that will melt

your heart. He will soothe your mind. Relax to his words, wind down and dream about your passions. "I

showed one of the women I work with one of your stories. After the first sentence, she moved closer, after

the first paragraph she moved into the chair next to me!" -Judy, 21, NYC "A woman dreams of being

touched and kissed so passionately. Just reading it made my body tingle." -Wanda, 25, CA "When I hear

your voice Nicholas... I feel this sensation running through my body from the tips of my fingers flowing

down into my toes. When you speak to me... it's breathtaking and refreshing...... seductive and sweet yet

playful and romantic.... so real.... so true and so much what I always imagined falling in love to be...."

-Melissa, 31, MO These are just a few samples of the fan letters we have received. We believe our

product to be much more than a CD of stories. We believe it can be a way we can share passion with

women across the country. Nicholas Patrick 1-800-BUY-MY-CD
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